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GAME SYSTEM DESCRIPTION TIME # PLAYERS

Call of Cthulhu:  

Blood and Water

Call of 

Cthulhu 7th 

Edition

An ancient cult holds a dark secret in the county of Somerset. The investigators stumble upon a dying 

man in a watery grave. Is it the Holy Grail they seek, or something much darker? A 1920’s Call of 

Cthulhu event.

9:00 AM 6

Dungeon Crawl 

Classics: Hole in the 

Sky

Dungeon 

Crawl Classics 

RPG

You're no hero. You're an adventurer; a reaver, a cutpurse, a heathen-slayer, a tight-lipped warlock 

guarding long dead secrets. You seek gold and glory, winning it with sword and spell. caked in the blood 

and filth of the weak, the dark, the demons, and the vanquished. There are treasures to be won deep 

underneath, and you shall have them . . .Will you risk everything in your life to change your stars? Your 

Patron promises you riches and glory . . . but can she be trusted? Do you have the strength and will to 

storm the Hole in the Sky, and the temerity and luck to return alive?

9:00 AM 6

Night of the 

Necromancer

Pathfinder A necromancer has moved into a tower near your kobold lair. This is bad news since necromancers 

attract adventures and you know what that means, Can your ragtag bunch of kobolds break into the 

tower and stop whatever he is up to?

9:00 AM 6

Norway Ablaze! WWII 

Operation 

Whitebox 

(Swords and 

Wizardry 

based)

Be a part of one the first commando raids of WWII as British commandos perform a series of calculated 

strikes against German interests in Norway 1941 at the onset of Operation Claymore. Operation 

Whitebox is the new RPG from Small Niche Games and uses the popular Swords and Wizardry 

Whitebox rules as the foundation. Rules will be taught, but if you've played any old school D&D you'll 

be fine.

9:00 AM 5

Save The Mage D&D 5e The king is dead and his 2 twin sons are vying for power in a small outland kingdom. The King's son, 

Eberon, the mage, has asked for your help securing his position as king. So much to do, finding the 

kings' key, and keeping the hobgoblin raiders at bay.. And with the king's other son, Ebert, actively 

trying to kill him, you may not get paid. Characters created per pg 13 PHB, point based. levels 1-3 

(prefer 2)

9:00 AM 6

Stop Doctor 

Magnethands!!

Doctor 

Magnethands

After a long day of con going, relax with your fellow heroes and STOP DOCTOR MAGNETHANDS! 9:00 AM 5

Welcome to the Sixth 

World

Shadowrun 5e Come play Shadowrun! We'll give you a fist full of d6s and you will enter the future world of Detroit 

2075.

9:00 AM 7

PFS 3-09: The Quest 

for Perfection, Part 1: 

The Edge of Heaven 

Pathfinder 

Society 

Character levels 1-5.  In the distant land of Tian Xia, the Pathfinder Society's Lantern Lodge sends a 

team of agents high into the mountains of the Wall of Heaven to an abandoned Iroran monastery in 

search of a powerful relic to assist them in ensure victory in the upcoming Ruby Phoenix Tournament. 

Though the monastery has long laid unused by the faithful of the Master of Masters, it is not completely 

devoid of danger, and the PCs soon discover that merely retrieving the ancient artifact is but the 

beginning of a much larger quest.  "The Edge of Heaven" is the first scenario in the three-part The Quest 

for Perfection campaign arc. It is followed by Pathfinder Society Scenario #3-11: "On Hostile Waters" 

and Pathfinder Society Scenario #3-13: "Defenders of Nesting Swallow." All three scenarios are intended 

to be played in order. 

10:00 AM 6

White Plume 

Mountain Part 1  

Sorcery & Steel 

(5E OSR)

The former owners of three artifacts have outfitted you to rescue these artifacts from someone claiming 

to be the 1300 year-old wizard Keraptis. These wealthy collectors have promised to grant you whatever 

they desire, if it is within their power to do so. This is a three part adventure (you don't have to play all 3 

and can join at anytime). Characters provided; starting level will be determined by number of players (7-

11). Sorcery & Steel is compatible with the fifth edition of the original fantasy RPG. Fifth Edition 

Compatibility—Old School Sensibility. 

10:00 AM 6

Call of Cthulhu: 

Strange Little Girl

Call of 

Cthulhu 7th 

Edition

A tale of madness and revenge in which the investigators must survive the sanity-draining power of the 

Dark Child and find a way to rid the world of her. A 1920’s Call of Cthulhu event.

2:00 PM 6

DCC: Neon Knights Dungeon 

Crawl Classics

You're no hero. You're an adventurer; a reaver, a cutpurse, a heathen-slayer, a tight-lipped warlock 

guarding long dead secrets. You seek gold and glory, winning it with sword and spell. Caked in the blood 

and filth of the weak, the dark, the demons, and the vanquished. There are treasures to be won deep 

underneath, and you shall have them . . .“Cry out to legions of the brave! Time again to save us from the 

jackals of the street. Ride out, protectors of the realm; Captain’s at the helm, sail across the sea of lights!” 

In the middle of a siege that threatens to choke the life out of your home city, adventure finds you. This 

is a high impact DCC scenario for 3rd level characters. 

2:00 PM 6

Desert Raiders WWII 

Operation 

Whitebox 

(Swords & 

Wizardry 

based)

British SAS Commandos fighting German forces in Northern Africa take on a series of desperate raids to 

harass and hinder Axis forces behind enemy lines. Operation Whitebox is the new RPG from Small 

Niche Games and uses the popular Swords and Wizardry Whitebox rules as the foundation. Rules will be 

taught, but if you've played any old school D&D you'll be fine. 

2:00 PM 5
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Horizons Star Wars: 

Edge of the 

Empire

Edge of the Empire is a roleplaying game in which players take on the roles of rapscallions and rogues, 

misfits and exiles. Trapped within the darkest corners of the galaxy, survival remains uncertain, and 

morality fleeting. Indeed, the Galactic Civil War spreads chaos across the galaxy, the fires of war burning 

with abandon. On the far edges of the Empire, desperate souls have left civilization behind, struggling 

against the tides of misfortune to bring peace and prosperity to a new world. 

2:00 PM 4

Old Flames Shadowrun: 

Anarchy

This is a game running under the new Shadowrun: Anarchy ruleset. Steal a diamond from a high-security 

gem store, get out into the Salish, and crack an uncrackable gemstone. Just another day in the life, omae.

2:00 PM 5

PFS 3-11: The Quest 

for Perfection, Part 2: 

On Hostile Waters 

Pathfinder 

Society 

Character levels 1-5.  With an ancient Iroran relic in hand, the Pathfinders must make a long river 

voyage to the inland nation of Shokuro to return it to the only person who can reactivate the long-

dormant artifact. Whether dangers take the form of goblinoid menaces on the shores of Kaoling to the 

north or the powerful armies of Lingshen to the south, the Pathfinders' journey will be anything but a 

pleasure cruise. Can the PCs survive hostile waters to safely reach their destination, or will they fall 

victim to the perils of river travel in Tian Xia?  "On Hostile Waters" is the second scenario in the three-

part The Quest for Perfection campaign arc. It follows Pathfinder Society Scenario #3–09: "The Edge of 

Heaven" and is followed by Pathfinder Society Scenario #3–13: "Defenders of Nesting Swallow." All 

three scenarios are intended to be played in order. 

2:00 PM 6

The Real Ghost 

Crusters

Ghostbusters: 

A Frightfully 

Cheerful Role-

Playing Game

Your team of Ghostbusters must once again delve into the local punk scene to find out who's been letting 

spirits loose at local shows, and why. Avoid taking yourself too seriously.

2:00 PM 6

White Plume 

Mountain Part 2  

Sorcery & Steel 

(5E OSR)

The former owners of three artifacts have outfitted you to rescue these artifacts from someone claiming 

to be the 1300 year-old wizard Keraptis. These wealthy collectors have promised to grant you whatever 

they desire, if it is within their power to do so. This is a three part adventure (you don't have to play all 3 

and can join at anytime). Characters provided; starting level will be determined by number of players (7-

11). Sorcery & Steel is compatible with the fifth edition of the original fantasy RPG. Fifth Edition 

Compatibility—Old School Sensibility.

2:00 PM 6

PFS 3-13: The Quest 

for Perfection, Part 3: 

Defenders of Nesting 

Swallow 

Pathfinder 

Society 

Character levels 1-5.  As the Pathfinders approach the village of Nesting Swallow in the Tian nation of 

Shokuro, they find it besieged by a gang of tengu bandits. Before their contact in the village will aid them 

in restoring the Iroran relic that brought them hundreds of miles to the isolated town, the PCs must 

repulse the attackers, using every ounce of tactical mettle and military strategy they possess to train the 

villagers, augment their defenses, and ultimately face off against the bandits' charge.  "Defenders of 

Nesting Swallow" is the final scenario in the three-part The Quest for Perfection campaign arc. It follows 

Pathfinder Society Scenario #3–09: "The Edge of Heaven" and Pathfinder Society Scenario #3–11: "On 

Hostile Waters." All three scenarios are intended to be played in order. 

6:00 PM 6

White Plume 

Mountain Part 3

Sorcery & Steel 

(5E OSR)

The former owners of three artifacts have outfitted you to rescue these artifacts from someone claiming 

to be the 1300 year-old wizard Keraptis. These wealthy collectors have promised to grant you whatever 

they desire, if it is within their power to do so. This is a three part adventure (you don't have to play all 3 

and can join at anytime) (7-11). Characters provided; starting level will be determined by number of 

players. Sorcery & Steel is compatible with the fifth edition of the original fantasy RPG. Fifth Edition 

Compatibility—Old School Sensibility.

6:00 PM 6

Blood Flows Fast in 

Deadwood

Savage Worlds When a series of unsolved murders plague Deadwood, the PCs are drawn into a web of intrigue and 

suspicion.

7:00 PM 6

DragonStorm (Both 

Intro--Stormborn, 

and next adventure 

Tutor Trek

Dragonstorm 

(RPG/CCG 

hybrid) by 

Black Dragon 

Press; using 

rules edition 

1.5

Young shapeshifters learn the world isn't what they think it is and journey towards making the world 

safer for everyone while evil necromancers and their allies try to drain them for their magical energy. 

Characters provided.

7:00 PM 5

Institutionalized!! (all 

I wanted was a Pepsi)

Call of 

Cthulhu 7th 

Edition

It's 1992, a group of Punk/Goth/Metal teens think it'd be a lotta fun to party and go wander around 

some spooky, old graveyards and an abandoned psychiatric hospital on Halloween night. Mature. Pre-

gen characters provided and players familiar with character/investigator types recommended.

7:00 PM 6

Video Horror Show Ghostbusters: 

A Frightfully 

Cheerful role-

playing game

You didn't even know video rental places were a thing, but here one is. The employees swear characters 

are coming right out of the discs and tapes, running around the place when nobody else is looking. 

Sounds like some Ghostbusting is overdue.

7:00 PM 6

Xcrawl: Destroy All 

Crawlers

Dungeon 

Crawl Classics 

RPG

Get ready for the game that turns brass dragons green with envy: Xcrawl! Powered by the mighty 

Dungeon Crawl Classics rules, Xcrawl is the game of live on pay-per-view dungeon crawl madness! This 

is a play with the creator event. Cue the montage of dungeon carnage, fabulous prizes, and the Hey 

Panda Synchronized Kill-Clog Squad! DJ Chaos Panda has come to town, and she’s in the mood for 

blood! This is a Division II full lethal event for 3rd level characters. 

7:00 PM 6
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